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DISSIPATIVE METHOD OF SUPPRESSION OF ELECTRON DRIFT

INSTABILITY IN SPT

ALEKSANDR M. KAPULKIN*, VLADIMIR F. PRISNYAKOV*

Abstract

An influence of electron collisions in a SPT - channel on an excitation of the

so-called electron drift oscillations is theoretically considered. It is shown that

the collisions exert a stabilising effect on the instability, which produces these

oscillations. To suppress the electron drift instability, it is proposed to increase

a diffusion scattering of the electrons on dielectric walls of the SPT - channel.

This can be performed by making special grooves on wall surfaces. A depth of

them should be exceeded the Debye radius.
Nomenclature 

B = magnetic field induction.

d, = distance from anode to step of electric field

d, = distance from anode to cathode region

E = electric field strength
e = unit positive charge
h = channel width
k = wave number
m =electron mass
n = electron concentration
u = electron velocity

uth= electron heat velocity

Ud= discharge voltage

So = vacuum dielectric constant

( = electric field potential

V, = frequency of electron collisions with atoms

V, = frequency of electron collisions with walls

V,= effective frequency of electron collisions with walls

CO = complex circular frequency of oscillations

o = R, w =circular frequency of oscillations

y = Im) = growth rate of instability

COb= electron cyclotron frequency

pe = electron Lengmiur frequency

Introduction

An extension of the nomenclature of the spacecrafts, which use SPT, a

growth of demands for powers of electric thrusters make topical the problem

of electromagnetic compatibility of SPT with the radioelectronic complex of
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the spacecraft. It is directly connected with generations of alternating electric
fields by the thruster. Experimental investigations show that at the nominal
operating mode of SPT, so - called electron drift oscillations have the largest
amplitude [1]. Their frequences lie in the megaherts region. Previously the
collisionless theoretical models of the electron drift instability have been
developed [2,3].
According to model [2], based on small scale perturbation approximation, the

cause of the instability is nonuniformity of the drift velocity in the
acceleration channel. In our paper [3] we have taken into account not only the
nonuniformity of the electron drift velocity, but the availability of bend point
in its profile as well. This was found to be of basic inportance for the estimate
of the growth rate of the perturbation in the real channel with a finite length.
Since one of the key features of models [2,3] is inclusion of electron inertia,

while the frequancy of electron collision processes in the channel of SPT can
be comparable to the frequency of the electron drift oscillations, it is
reasonable to expect, that collisions influence on conditions of an instability
emergence.. The report is devoted to this question.

3 Electron collision processes in SPT
There are three groups of particles in the accelerationg channel of SPT: ions,

electrons and atoms. The collisions of the electrons with the ions under the
conditions of SPT happen considerably more rarely than with atoms. The
characteristic frequency of the electron collisions witn the atoms of xenon is
v , =2-10 6 s-' .A.I.Morosov has shown, that in devices like SPT the collisions of
the electrons with the dielectric walls of the accelerating channel can play
more important role in changes of their momentums than ones with the atoms
[4]. At the width of the channel equal to h the electrons collide with the walls
with the frequency equal to

Vw ; 10 s-'
h

where Uth is the thermal velocity of the electrons.
Most of them undergoes a specular reflection from Debye layer, that does not

cause the change in the transverse to magnetic field component of the particle
momentum. Only the electrons possessing sufficiently high longetudinal
component of the velocity penetrate through the Debye layer and diffusely
reflect from the rough surface. In this case they lose their initial transverse
component of the momentum. Such penetrating electrons constitute z 10 % of
total number of the incident ones. Therefore an effective value of the
frequency of the electron collisions with the wall is v =107s ' that is one3 order of magnitude more than v,.

Theoretical model of instability.
We consider the perturbations which do not depend on the coordinate along

the magnetic field. Assume, that they are the pure electron waves. Thus we
neglect by the contribution of ions in the perturbation of the potential.
Assume, that the electrons are cold, the perturbations are potential. The
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electrons lose their momentum with the frequency V,,which is constant in

all volume of the plasma.
The following syctem of coordinates is used. Unperturbed electric field is

directed along X - axis, magnetic field is directed along Z - axis. In this case
the linearised system of the magnetohydrodynamic equations for electron I
component can be written, as

+( V)'+( -V) = e V( e [u ]-v U (la) I
t m m a

+ div(nuo + nou)=0 (ib)
9t

en
(lc)

0go
Eqs. (la)-(lc) are the equations of motion, continuity and Poisson respectively.

In Eqs. (la)-(lc) the quantities with subscript "0" are unperturbed ones, the
quantities without subscript are the perurbations of the respective
parameters.
We seek the solution of Eqs.(la)-(lc), as

/=fk )e -i't- ky)

assuming that

w <1 1 du <1 o- ku <1 (2)
Sbe be dx ' be

eBo
where co - is the electron cyclotron- frequency. (By doing so, we neglect

m
squares of these quantities. The first of inequalities (2) makes it possible to
neglect uxo in comparison with uyo , which in this case is equal to

Eo
uyo EUy0  --- .)

Bo
Besides, for simplicity sake, assume, that Bo =const, no =const.
(In this case change in the unperturbed drift velocity is due to the change in

the electrical field EO in the SPT - channel.) As a result we obtain the
following equation:

d 2~  2 iv d2(D k(D d2u
O k+X -k k)+ co - kuyo d 3

be yO y 2

n 0 e 2

Vre p. ,,- is the electron Lengmiur frequency.

Since in SPT P >>1, it may be neglected by the left part of Eq.(3), that
0 )

be

reduces it to the equation
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du
d 2 Dk k d 2 uO k

k 2  + =0 (4)
dx 2  co - kuyo + i vi

At v e =0 (dissipativeless case) the equation (4) is nothing more nor less

than Rayleigh's equation, well - known in hydrodynamics of ideal liquid.
Using the new variable

(I k =
a - ku,, + iv

in Eq.(4), we obtain the equation

d d(~J i 2
[(co-ku, - k (O- kUo +iv)2 =0 (5)

which at v, =0 is identical in form to Kelvin - Helmholts's one.. It is

necessary to add the boundary conditions to Eq.(5). As the boundary
conditions we can use the following:

at the anode ( at x = 0) (k =0

S(6)
at the cathode ( at x = 0 ) (D =0
Approximating the real distribution of the unperturbed drift velocity in the

SPT - channel by step one (see Fig.l), we solve Eq.(5) with the boundury
conditions (6) by the surface waves method.. For this purpose first we seek
the solutions of Eq.(6) in intervals (0 - di) and (dl-d2 ), where the values of uyo
are constants and then join them at the point di, using two conditions. The

first of them is ~ 1 (d)=A (d). Here $kf and 4k2 are the values of Ok in
intervals (0 - dl) and (dl-d2 ) respectively. The second necessary condition we
obtain integrating Eq.(5) over an infinitely small interval around the point d1 .
As a result we have the following dispersion relation:

Sk[uYp-e (d-' )(1+e2 )4+u (l+ek(4-') )(1-e')] +
CO = -1 V + +

2(1-e )

k2 (Uyo0 - Uyo 2)2 (le4(d2-d,))(1-e4, )

4(1-_ed ) 2  (7)

In the absence of the collisions Eq.(7) describes the strong instability with the
growth rate and frequency of the order of the electron drift frequency

=k(uy°2 - u )  (1- e )(i - d

W ' '2 V (1- 2 kd2 ) 2

S= Ro = k[u 2 (1+e 2 k(4 -dl) )(1-e 2k.' )+uY0 (l+e22k(d-d) )(1-e2k.)]

S2(1-e 2 k )

kIy2 2~yd) 2dj y1 2~zd) 2d
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The inclusion of the electron collisions produces the stabilising effect. From

Eq-(7) it follows that the instability is suppressed, if

v >k(u, - u 1) (1-e 4k(d2d) (1-e 4kd
w (1-e 2 kd )

Conclusions
Substitution in the relation (8) of the numerical values of the quantities,

shows, that electron collisions with the usual smooth walls of the accelerating
channel can suppress the most long - wave mode of the electron drift
instability under comparatively lowvoltage operating conditions (at Ud<200V).
But as is noted in [5], the collision frequancy control is quite possible through
variations in wall surface roughness. In order for the collision frequency to be
increased, it is necessary to make grooves on the wall surfaces. The depth of
them should be exceeded the Debye radius.
In this manner we can suppress not only the most long - wave mode of the

instability under the typical operating conditions, but 3...4 next modes as well.
With the aim of keeping the discharge current in SPT at a same level it is
advisable in this case to increase the magnetic induction in accelerating
channel by a fuctor of-1,5.
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